In this nice 180-pages book Dr. Rüdiger Brummer, head of Rheology and Thermal Analysis Department at Beiersdorf AG, gives us a wide and well structured overview of rheology of emulsions, focusing his attention on cosmetic products.
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After talking about the history of rheology (chapters 1 and 2) a short description of skin and its care is given to readers (chapter 3). From now on, R. Brummer disserts on the theoretical aspects of emulsions and emulsification processes. Through chapter 4 he explains what emulsions are and how many types of cosmetic emulsions are on the market nowadays. Besides he gives us a brief idea of the industrial process to manufacture these products. Chapter 5 is useful to introduce the mathematical and physical basis of rheology: a difficult subject is treated in a very light way so that readers are driven through the basics of rheology step by step. As a result we stand in front of a never-too-much-mathematic-like chapter which will be appreciated especially by those who don't have a strong physical background, but also by those experts who would like to brush up their knowledge. Fundamentals behind measuring geometries and tests are given. In chapter 6 we face a complete overview of the several types of instruments now on the market, from viscometers through to rheo-optical machines. After about 60 pages we finally go to the nitty-gritty of the book: chapter 7 is the heart of the book and here we have all the measuring tests explained one by one. For each one measuring conditions and a graphical example is given. In chapters 8 and 9 analysis results and interpretations of tests explained in the former chapter are given: evaluation results are correlated to the application of cosmetic emulsions so that researchers will be able to find some helps to their problems. It is worth to quote in particular the correlation between rheological evaluations and primary and secondary skin feel of cosmetic products; nevertheless really interesting is the treatise on the correlation between emulsion stability and its rheological characterization. In chapter 10 we are taught about calibration and validation methods. In the following chapter we can read some interesting "tips and tricks" especially about geometries. Chapter 12 is dedicated to the definition of cosmetic products. In chapter 13 R. Brummer talks about food rheology giving just some basics: we can face rheological characterization of several kind of foods, from honey to chocolate.
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To conclude, a nice and useful book which will help readers yet unfamiliar to the measurement of cosmetic emulsions in their daily work as well as to the more experienced who seek additional special tips and tricks and new ideas in a really exciting field such as the rheology of cosmetics. 
